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Sammanfattning 
 

Denna rapport beskriver processen av ett examensarbete som behandlar solenergi, 
implementerat i Colombia. Projektet innebar en installation av en självcirkulerande 
solvärmeanläggning, och även kunskapsutbyte om förnybar energi. Ett av de två 
huvudmålen var att installera en fungerande solvärmeanläggning i byn Timbio 
utanför staden Popayán i sydvästra Colombia. Syftet var att använda gratis energi 
från solen och visa människor hur man kan använda energin på ett inte alltför 
komplicerat eller dyrt sätt. Det andra huvudmålet var att hålla workshops om 
förnybar energi i allmänhet och solenergi i synnerhet. Förberedelserna började i 
oktober 2010 genom konkretisering av projektet, stipendieansökningar och 
skapandet av nödvändiga kontakter; i Colombia och Sverige. Efterforskningar och 
korrespondens fortsatte under 2011 samtidigt som finansiering till projektet söktes 
från företag och fonder. Installationen tog ungefär tre månader och färdigställdes i 
april 2012. Projektet begränsades av tillgänglig tid och ekonomiska resurser. 
Projektet blev framgångsrikt; en fungerande solvärmeanläggning och lyckade 
workshops. Målet att väcka intresse för förnybar energi uppfylldes, även målet att 
visa hur solenergi kan användas på ett praktiskt och användbart sätt. 
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Abstract 
 

This report describes the process of a thesis implemented in Colombia concerning 
solar energy. The project was to install a self-circulating solar heating system, as well 
as creating exchange of knowledge regarding renewable energy. One of the two 
major goals of the project was to achieve a functioning solar heating system in 
Timbio, a village outside the city of Popayán in south west Colombia. The purpose 
was to use the free power from the sun and show people how to use it in a way that 
is not complicated or too expensive. The second major goal was to hold workshops 
about renewable energy in general, and solar energy in particular. The preparatory 
work started in October 2010 by concretizing the project, applying for scholarships 
and establishing necessary contacts; both in Colombia and Sweden. Research and 
correspondence continued throughout 2011, along with the search for finance from 
companies and funds to cover the project costs. The implementation took 
approximately three months and was finished in April 2012. However, the project 
was limited due to time scale and financial resources. The project was successful; a 
functioning solar heater and workshops. The aim to arise interest for renewable 
energy is fulfilled plus the aim to show how to use solar energy in a practical and 
useful way. 
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Preface 
 

This report is based on a bachelor thesis at the Energy Engineering program – 
Renewable Energy at School of Business and Technology at Halmstad University, 
Sweden. The idea was born from the will to go abroad to do the final thesis and the 
interest for South America. Both of us are also interested in solar energy and the 
conditions for this are very good in South America. We started to search for 
connections between Halmstad University and South America and after a lot of 
correspondence we found good contacts in Colombia. Through Roger Lindegren we 
got in contact with Gladys Bastidas at Unicomfacauca University in Popayán. She 
became our supervisor and helped us form the project and helped us all the way 
through. Our supervisor in Colombia had contacts with the principal of the school in 
a municipality called Timbio, 15 kilometers outside of Popayán. Timbio became the 
location for our project, to install a solar heating system. 
 
There are so many wonderful people that have helped us in this project. The list is 
going to be long and you all have our eternal gratitude. Therefore, many thanks to: 
 

 Our Colombian supervisor Gladys Bastidas Ph.D and her husband Pablo Jojoa 

 Our Swedish supervisor Prof. Göran Sidén 

 Our mentor Prof. Roger Lindegren 

 Civil engineer Diego Ordoñez 

 The director of Institución educativa San Antonio de Padua, civil engineer Carlos 
Ariel Hurtado 

 Ing. Armando Escobar who were in charge of the construction and his 
builders 

 Ing. Mats Lindvall that has helped us with information about heating 
installations 

 The plumber Victor Pizo Moriones and his co-worker 

 Our supplier Elias Peña at Bonsolar 

 Kim Macphee and Tony Clark the owners of the hostel where we stayed 
 
We also want to thank our sponsors that have helped us make this project possible. 
Thanks to Minor Field Studies, ALMI företagspartner, the UN-association in Falkenberg, 
Ångpanneföreningens forskningsstiftelse and the 60-year fond of Göran Sidén. Thank you 
for your cooperation! 
 
Best regards 
 
 

 
_______________             _______________ 
Elina Järkil    Johanna Skytt 
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1. Introduction 
 

The idea for this project arose from studying the energy engineering program and 
the interest for local energy production. The will to increase the knowledge about 
renewable energy and what you can do with the free solar energy affected our choice 
of location and type of equipment. 
 
The purpose for this project was to use the free power from the sun and show people 
how to use it in a way that is not complicated or too expensive. The hope was to 
contribute to the development in the society of Timbio and facilitate the work for the 
kitchen staff. The hope was also to inspire to similar projects in the future and to 
increase knowledge about renewable energy. 
 

The goal of the project was to achieve a 
functioning solar heating system in 
Timbio. The system would provide hot 
water for the kitchen, one shower and 
two sinks. Another goal was to make it 
possible to use hot water in the morning, 
before the sun rise. Except for a 
functioning solar heating system the 
project also included having workshops 
with the students in Timbio and at the 
university in Popayán. These workshops 
were about renewable energy in general 
and the project in particular. In the 
building process local builders were 
used and the materials were bought 
from local retailers. The solar heating 
system is working without any electrical 
devices to avoid dependence on the 
electrical grid; it is circulating just from 
the thermal forces. The solar heater 

needed to have two separate systems. It 
was important with two separated 
systems to keep a good water quality 
and to avoid the need for cleaning the 
tank. It also prevents the growth of bacteria.  
 

Limitations for the project were mainly the budget and the time in Colombia. The 
time was limited to two months in Popayán and the money limitations came from 
the sponsors and scholarships. Another limitation was the available material and the 
local craftsmen.  

 

  

Image 1. Map of Colombia, 
the yellow square shows Popayán. 
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2. Method 
 

The process that has led to this project started in November 2010. At that time there 
were just an idea and a hope of going abroad to do the bachelor thesis. The aim was 
to do something that involves solar energy and also could result in exchange of 
knowledge about renewable energy. Research was made at Halmstad University about 
the possibilities. Meetings with the international department resulted in contacts 
with employees at the university that have connections in Latin American countries. 
The best contacts turned out to be Roger Lindegren and his contact in Popayán.  Our 
supervisor in Colombia responded quickly and showed great interest in our idea.  
The correspondence continued and the form of the project got more distinct. 
Together with the supervisors the decision to build a solar heating system was made. 
It was going to be implemented at a school close to the city of Popayán. 
 
The project was divided into parts. The first part was a preliminary study that began 
in October 2011; this merged with planning in November and December. Planning 
continued on the journey to Colombia and during the first time there. Preparation 
and field studies were done in the end of January and beginning of February and the 
building started the 2nd of March and were completed 30th of March. Plant startup 
and testing of the plant took place the first week of April. 
 
When the project description was written and the supervisors had submitted to be a 
part of the project the search for financing started. The first step was to apply for the 
Minor Field Studies scholarship that would cover the costs for livelihood and travel. 
The application was sent in January 2011 and the scholarship was granted in March 
the same year. The correspondence with the supervisor in Popayán continued 
frequently. The search for financing for the planned solar heating system continued 
through contacts with a lot of different companies that had interest in solar energy. 
The response from these companies was poor. Therefore the search for resources 
continued with other types of companies and foundations. The many applications 
resulted in enough money to realize the project.  
 
After a long period of research and preparation the project really started at the 
arrival to Popayán the 27th of January 2012. A lot of time was spent at the office 
planning the execution of the installation. The planning started with finding a proper 
system, material for the installation and the right workforce. This took a lot of time 
and effort. When the planning was done the building, plumbing and installation 
started almost simultaneously and everything happened really fast. This fast work 
was crucial to finish the project in the right time.  
 
Back in Sweden the project continued with writing this report and planning an 
exhibition that took place in Halmstad the 24-26th of May 2012. 
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3. Solar energy in developing countries 
 

To use the energy from the sun is favorable all over the world but have special 
advantages in the developing countries. First of all it is free energy. Then there are a 
number of arguments why solar energy is a very good option when it comes to 
supply the need for heating and electricity. Many countries that are classed as 
developing contain large remote areas within their borders. Therefore non-renewable 
types of energy resources are hard to get access to. If there is availability it is often to 
the cost of the environment by exploiting the ecosystems. All over the world the 
amount of renewable energy increase. It makes the competition in the renewable area 
upturn. It is important for developing countries to take part in the competition and 
use the possibilities that renewable energy and in particular solar energy brings [1]. 
Solar systems mean a bigger investment in the beginning but in the long run they 
will cost little to maintain and the running costs are low. It is important for the 
development countries to be ahead of the game to be able to challenge the 
established energy structure and start to benefit from their own resources.  
 
Between 30 and 40 percent of the energy consumption in a household in developing 
countries constitutes of water heating. The energy usually comes from electricity that 
is fossil fuel generated, wood fires or gas. In low-income households there is usually 
not a high priority with the availability of piped hot water. But one should not 
underestimate the hygiene implications, for example to use the hot water for food 
preparations and clothes washing [2]. 

 
It is estimated that around 10 million solar 
thermal water heaters are installed in 
developing countries. China and India are 
two developing countries that have installed a 
big amount of solar heaters. For example 
India had by the end of year 2000 installed 
more than 500 000 m2 solar collectors [3].  
 
Since a lot of developing countries are 
situated in areas with hot climate, water 
heating is not a high priority. But maybe the 
biggest limitations are that hot water is 
considered a luxury and of course you cannot 
prioritize hot water when you do not have 
enough food for the day. In many cases there 
is no running water at all which means that a 
solar heater will be of no use. Although many 
developing countries are situated in areas 
with hot climate there are also many regions 
that have a need for heating because of a 
colder climate. This could be mountainous 
regions such as the Andes or the Himalayas. 

Image 2. Simple self-circulating system 
that you can buy in Popayán, Colombia. 
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Another limitation is that there is no direct income generated with solar water 
heaters. It is hard to find possible applications, in the service sector it could be 
laundry and medical clinics but in the productive and manufacturing sector there is 
hard to find feasible applications [3]. Although it is hard to generate an income from 
solar heating systems, the energy from the sun is free and once the investment cost is 
paid the maintenance costs are low. 
 
In developing countries one of the most accessible ways of getting hot water is 
electric water heaters. If electricity is available this way of heating water is simple 
and the investment cost is low. Because of this it is one of the most common methods 
to get hot water. It is easy to replace the electric heaters with solar water heaters and 
this transition will also mean that the consumption from the electrical grid will 
reduce. Hotels are especially good for application of solar water heaters since they 
have great demand and can cope with the investment cost. To increase the 
implementation and installations of solar water heaters it is important with state 
implemented framework conditions that makes it easier to choose solar water heater 
in front of for example electrical heaters. Education is of great value to show the 
possibilities and advantages of solar water heating [3]. 
 
 
 

To quote Dieter Holm from the paper  
Renewable Energy Future for the Developing World: 

 
“The sun’s energy is THE energy source. 
It is certainly not an alternative energy. 
All terrestrial life, and most marine life, 

depends on the sun’s generous energy.”[2] 
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4. Project organization 
 

Project Name  Solar heating in Colombia  
Sponsors  MFS, Ångpanneföreningens forskningsstiftelse, 

ALMI Företagspartner, UN-Association in 
Falkenberg and the 60-year fond of Göran Sidén 

Project Managers   Elina Järkil and Johanna Skytt  
Beneficiaries of the project  The kindergarten Institución educativa San 

Antonio de Padua in Timbio  
Performing  Will take place in Timbio nearby Popayán in 

Colombia  
Implementation  At the preschool Institución educativa San 

Antonio de Padua using products and artisans 
from the area  

Quality assured by  Göran Sidén, Senior Lecturer in Energy 
Engineering, Halmstad University and Gladys 
Bastidas, Mechanical Engineer, Institución 
Universitaria de Technologic Comfacauca  

Project Group   Elina Järkil, Johanna Skytt, Gladys Bastidas and 
Göran Sidén  

 

5. Boundaries 
 

The project were not to compare or evaluate different types of solar heating systems, 
the important thing were the actual construction and implementation. Another 
limitation was the founding from sponsors and grants. Available materials and 
artisans in Colombia and the region of Cauca were also a limiting factor.  
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6. The solar heater 
 

A functioning solar heater was one of the two head goals of this project. The research 
about the system started in Sweden several months before the journey to Colombia. 
Contacts with a few companies were established but no concrete offers were given. 
Upon arrival in Colombia one of the first things to do was to call retailers of solar 
energy equipment and get offers from them. Offers started to arrive a while after and 
they differed a lot in size and the ones which seemed oversized were sorted out. 
After comparing the offers that were left, a visit to one of the retailers was made. The 
retailer had the solar heater that was required for the project. 
 

 
 

 

6.1. Requirements 
 

The solar heater should be self-circulating, not need electrical devices to work, have 
two separated systems with heat exchange between them and be easy to maintain. 
The original plan was to have a tank big enough for day storage of hot water. When 
the project costs rose and the time was running out this requirement were 
overlooked. The demand turned out to be mostly covered anyway since the children 
at the kindergarten leave the pre-school at noon and the solar heater have the whole 
afternoon to charge hot water for the next morning. The demand of having a self-
circulating system were easy to fulfill, almost all the systems sold in Colombia are 
self-circulating. When the system is self-circulating there is no need for electrical 
devices. A demand that were harder to satisfy was the separated systems. Not all 
retailers had a system containing the copper-coil for heat exchange. This type of plant 
is unusual in Colombia and many consider it unnecessary. It was important to stick 
to this demand because the project leaders consider that the water quality improves 
with a separated system. This is important since the installation was made at the 
kindergarten that sometimes has low water quality.  

Image 3. The installed solar heater. 
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The demand on the system being easy to manage is fulfilled almost automatically by 
the separated systems, when the fresh water is not mixed with the water in the tank 
or the tubes there is no need for cleaning them. Apart from the cleaning aspect solar 
heater with this system won’t need managing until something breaks. The biggest 
risk is the vacuum tubes breaking, to make the repair easier if that happens four extra 
tubes were bought together with the heater. The separated systems turned out to be 
good for the fact that the water supply stops ones or twice a week. The tubes and 
tank never get emptied from water and that prevents the tubes from rupturing. This 
might be a risk in more simple systems when the tubes get filled with cold water 
while they are hot; the glass is in danger of cracking.  
 

6.2. The calculations 
 

The changed plans of location, from the big high school to the smaller kindergarten, 
meant that the required amount of water was significantly smaller. This simplified 
the project since it made it possible to buy a pre-fabricated solar heating system of 
300 liters. The time limit for the project was two months and the pre-fabricated 
system gave more time to coordinate the plumbing, the installation of the solar 
heating system and the construction of the structure where the system is placed.  
 
The contacts with different retailers in Colombia gave widely different offers. The 
prices have been more or less equal but the sizing varied enormously. The pupils at 
the kindergarten are there from eight in the morning until noon. It is only during 
these hours there is a need for hot water. Because of these conditions the offers that 
were oversized were sorted out. Another factor that affected the choice of the size for 
the plant was that the shower is only used once or twice a day.  
 
 
 
 

Image 4. Installation diagrams of the solar heater. 
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Chart 1. Information about the chosen pre-fabricated system 

Temperature in the tank, sunny days 60-70º C 

Temperature in the tank, cloudy days 30º C 

Absorption area  A = 2,4 m² 

The efficiency of the vacuum tubes Η vacuum tubes = 75 % 

 
The mixing valve regulates the temperature and is set to let out a water temperature 
in the taps of 30-35 º C. Incoming water is assumed to have a temperature of about 15 
º C. With these assumptions and the information from the retailer the following 
calculations were made.  
 
At sunny weather 
Energy in the tank: E = m * Cp * ΔT = 300 * 4200 * (65-15) = 63 MJ   
That is enough for:  63 MJ / (4200 * (30-15)) = 1000 liters of 30º water (1) 
 
At cloudy weather: 
Only 300 liters of 30º water 
 
Since the calculations above depend on information from the retailer it could be 
assumed they are made in good favor of the system. It probably takes a few days for 
the water to reach 60-70 º C when the incoming water temperature is 15 º C. To be 
able to compare the data and to get another view of the hot water production the 
following calculations were made. The solar radiation have a mean value of 4,5 
kWh/m2 [4] and the efficiency rate in the tank was assumed to be 95 %.  
 
Energy per day = Solar radiation * A * η vacuum tubes * η heat exchange =  

4,5 * 2,4 * 0,75 * 0,95 = 7,7 kWh 

 
Variety conversion to mega joule:  7,7 * 3600000 = 27,7 MJ 
 
That is enough for:  27,7 MJ / (4200 * (30-15)) = 440 liters of 30º water (2) 
 
With the water amount from a day with a bit of rain and a bit of sun, like the normal 
weather in Timbio, it is most likely with 440 liters of water, according to equation 2. 
Assume that one hand wash consume 1 liter of water, two times per day for the 90 
pupils and 50 liters for a 5 minute shower. With these numbers there are 210 liters of 
warm water left for the kitchen. Since the kitchen did not have hot water it was hard 
to calculate how much they would use.  The amount seemed reasonable and 
hopefully the kitchen staff will continue liking it. Based on these numbers the 
decision to use a 300 liter system was made. By seeing how this water amount will 
work practically in the kitchen, knowledge for coming project is gathered.  
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6.3. The system 
 

The system that was used is a pre-heated solar water heater with copper coil. The 
tank contains 300 liters of water. It is made of stainless steel on the inside, painted 
stainless steel on the outside and polyurethane insulation in-between. The tank is 
connected to 30 vacuum tubes that contain a further 30 liters of water. The cold water 
flows into the vacuum tubes and get warmed up by the solar energy that reaches the 
tubes. When the water gets warmer its density lowers and that results in the water 
rising upwards in the tubes. The same thing happens in all the 30 tubes and that 
circulates and heats the 300 liters of water. The whole thing is mounted on a frame 
made of coated galvanized steel. The frame is made in an angle and the tank is 
placed at the top. The reason for the tank being the highest point is that the system 
works solely by the thermic forces.  
 
The thermal forces make the water inside the tank hot. Through the tank runs a 
copper coil made of a tube with a diameter of 12 millimeters and a thickness of 0.8 
millimeters. Inside the copper coil flows fresh water from the municipal water 
system. The water starts running every time someone inside the building uses hot 
water. The municipal water arrives into the copper coil with a temperature of about 
15 degrees Celsius, the water inside this copper coil and the water in the tank 
exchange heat and that result in hot water that goes to the taps. How hot the water 
gets depends on the amount of solar radiation during the day. On sunny days the 
whole tank usually gets a temperature of about 65 degrees, the efficiency rate of the 
copper coil is 95% which limits the temperature going out of the tank to almost 62 
degrees. Before the water arrives to the taps it is mixed with cold water in a mixing 
valve to a temperature of 38 degrees.  
 

The characteristics for a pre-
heated solar water heater with 
copper coil are a heat exchange 
between the copper coil and the 
water inside the tank. Because of 
the copper coil the water has 
fresh water quality since the hot 
and cold water systems are 
separated. There is plenty of 
water to use, as long as there is 
water in the municipal system. 
Another benefit of this system is 
that the water temperature 

coming out of the system is 
stable, see Appendix 1.  
 

 
 
 

Image 5. The solar heater during  
the assembling process. 
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6.4. The independent structure 
 

When the solar heater was ordered the 
independent structure could be built. The 
main reason for the need of building an 
independent structure is that the school 
buildings do not fulfill the demands of the 
building codes for earthquakes [5]. The 
plant also needed to be placed high enough 
to avoid shade from the surrounding 
buildings and to prevent theft. Drawings 
were made in a 3D-modeling program and 
sent to a civil engineer for calculations and 
dimensioning. After the dimensioning was 
made the drawings were sent to a 

construction manager and one week later his 
builders started working on the foundation. 
The foundation was made of concrete and 
reinforcement bars and lowered about 50 centimeters into the ground. While the 
foundation was drying the pieces for the rest of the structure, in metal, was made in a 
workshop. A week after the foundation was made the builders arrived with the 
pieces of metal painted in black. They welded them together and there were the 
independent structure, about three meters high and a platform with enough space 
for the equipment and for people to maintain it. 
 

6.5. The installation 
 

When the independent structure was finished the installation could begin. The 
retailer accounted for the installation and did it all in one day. They were three 
installers working and the plumber had already drawn the pipes onto the platform.  
 
The system was pre-fabricated and they started with building the frame together. 
After putting the tank onto the frame they managed to lift all of it up to the platform. 
When they did this a problem with the platform was discovered. Somewhere after 
the drawings of the structure were made someone had done a mistake with the 
measurements and the two middle feet of the solar heater were in the air. To be able 
to continue working the builders had to return and weld an extra piece on, to 
support the solar heater. Thankfully the builders arrived quickly and did a great job. 
The installation of the solar heater continued with putting the vacuum tubes in place. 
When they were correctly installed the equipment was connected to the already 
drawn hot and cold water tubes. 
 
The same morning as the installation began the mixing valve arrived by the postal 
service to Popayán. Luckily it got to the pre-school right after the installation was 
finished and the same installers could help installing it. 
 

Image 6. The 3D-model of the structure 
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6.6. The mixing valve 
 

The hot water is used by the children and therefore there was a need to control the 
maximum temperature released from the solar heater. To do that without any 
electrical devices a thermostatic mixing valve was necessary. This component was 
impossible to find in Colombia and was imported and bought from the United States.  
Except for this one component all the other material was from local retailers and 
shops. The valve arrived the same day as the installation of the solar heater was 
made. Unfortunately the connections were not compatible and new ones had to be 
made. A workshop in Popayán made new couplings out of copper and they 
managed to finish them the same night so that the mixing valve could be installed by 
the same installers. 
 
The valve mixes hot water from the solar heater with cold water straight from the 
municipal water system. The amounts of hot and cold water are constantly changing 
inside the valve to keep the outgoing temperature constant. The mixing valve can be 
regulated in a wide span of temperatures and was set using a water thermometer in 
the children’s bathroom.  
 

Image 7. Installation of the solar heater. 
 

Image 8. Inserting the vacuum tubes. 
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6.7. The plumbing 
 

While the foundation was made the plumbing was done. There was no existing hot 
water supply before the solar heater was installed so the hot water installation 
needed to be done from scratch. The old sink in the children’s bathroom was torn 
down, new channels to draw the hot water pipes and the draining were made. Also 
in the kitchen a new channel for the hot water pipes was made, the same thing in the 
shower. The hot water coming from the solar heater runs on the outside of the 

building going into every room 
separately; see the drawings in 
Appendix 2. To protect that pipe 
from damages it was drawn in a 
channel inside the wall. When all 
the channels were made and 
pipes were finished they were 
filled up with concrete. In the 
children’s bathroom new tiles 
were fitted onto the wall before 
two new sinks with mono 
control mixers were installed. In 
the kitchen the old sink were 
changed to a bigger one and a 
mono control mixer was 
installed there as well. In the 
shower the old tap was removed 

and a new mixer was installed. To protect the relatively new tiles in the shower and 
prevent the children from using it on their own the mixer were placed higher than 
normal so that only the teachers can control it.  
 

 

Image 10. The new sink with mono control mixers and 
new tiles on the wall.  

Image 9.The mixing valve, that had to be imported from 
the United States, is made in Sweden. 
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All material for the installation was bought 
in local hardware stores in Popayán and 
Timbio. Visits at many hardware shops in 
Popayán were made before deciding what 
products to use. It was also hard finding 
the mono control mixers which limited the 
possible shops. The result was that most of 
the things were bought in the same shop, 
the sink and the tubes were bought in other 
smaller shops. Because of the pipes being 
hard to transport they were bought in 
Timbio along with pipe bends, couplings 
and glue. Cement and sand to mix it with 
were also bought in Timbio, from a local 
craftsman. Making the channels and 
tearing down the old sink created 
demolition materials that needed to be 
removed from the school. It was put outside of the fence and removed by somebody 
during the night. Hopefully someone used it in their building somewhere.  
 

6.8. The water filter 
 

Because of the poor water quality and the fact that the water supply shuts down 
almost two times a week, a water cleaning system was necessary. Every time the 
water comes back it is full of sediments and particles. Since the heater contains a 
copper coil it is important to separate these elements before the water enters the tank. 
Otherwise the sediment and particles can get stuck in the bottom of the coil and 
create a blockage of the water flow. The water filter was bought from the same 
retailer as the solar heater. The original has a filter that needs to be changed every 
third to fourth month and this adds a cost. This is not a good thing because every 
extra cost is bad for the school. For that reason a reusable filter was built. This filter is 
made of micro filter in a tube and rubber gaskets in the ends. The form of the filter 
imitates the original shape but the difference is that this one is removable, washable 
and can be reused. 
 
The water filter was installed where the water enters the school from the municipal 
system. Beside the outside wall a hole in the cement was made. The water tube was 
cut off and an arc of new tubes was made, the water filter was installed in between 
these new tubes. To protect the filter from the children and thieves a small box was 
built from bricks and a metal door with a handle and lock put onto it.  
 

Image 11. The new mono control mixer in the new 
kitchen sink. 
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7. Workshops 
 

The second main goal of the 
thesis was to increase and 
exchange knowledge about 
renewable energy and to spread 
the word about this project. It 
was important to be able to 
compare the energy use of 
Sweden, Colombia and the 
world, so that the students could 
realize what is similar and what 
is different between the 
countries. It was also important 
that the students realize where 
the energy they are using comes 
from and how the energy 
systems are connected. The hope 
was also to awake an interest about renewable energy and their possibilities and the 
benefits compared to non-renewable energy. The wish was to emphasize the 
importance of looking into every individual country and its conditions.  When the 
certain conditions are known it is possible to concretize an individual optimal 
combination of energy resources. These workshops were implemented on the school 
Institución educativa San Antonio de Padua in Timbio and at the university 
Unicomfacauca in Popayán. The decision to use a pre-built solar heating system gave 
us more time for this knowledge exchange.   
 

Five workshops were held at Institución educativa San Antonio de Padua in Timbio, 
with pupils between the age of ten and fifteen. In the workshops the subject was 

Image 12. The water filter that cleans the water before it 
enters the school. 

 

Image 13. Workshop about energy at  
San Antonio de Padua. 
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different types of energy and the 
students had to decide if the 
types of energy were renewable 
or not. They were talking in 
groups and afterwards there was 
a discussion together with the 
whole class. The workshop also 
included explaining the different 
types of energy, what makes 
them renewable or not, their 
sources and what is important to 
think about when using them. At 
the workshop at Unicomfacauca in 
Popayán the project was 
described and the similarities 
and differences between 
Colombia and Sweden were 

discussed. To be able to compare Colombia, Sweden and the world, diagrams were 
made. The diagrams were used in the workshops and contain information about 
energy use, energy supply and so forth see Appendix 3. 

8. Economics 
 

The system cost ended up being at the edge of our limitations. The budget that was 
made in the project plan was too low. This together with the extra costs made it more 
expensive than planned. The extra costs came from the unexpected parts of the 
project, things like a protecting net and the water filter.  
 
Chart 2. The cost of the project divided into the different sectors 

Sector Colombian Peso Swedish Krona U.S. Dollar 

The solar heater 5 288 900 20 382 3 011 

The plumbing 1 851 300 7 134 1 054 

Platform 3 000 000 11 561 1 708 

Workshops 107 550 415 61 

Representation 206 680 796 118 

Travels 479 800 1 849 273 

Drawings 400 000 1 542 228 

Protecting net 150 000 578 85 
Total cost: 11 484 230 44 259 6 538 

The original prices were in Colombian Pesos and have been converted into the other 
currencies with the help of Bloomberg’s currency converter [6]. The conversion was 
made the 4th of May 2012 at 10 a.m. 
 
 
 

Image 14. Workshop about energy at  
San Antonio de Padua. 
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Costs that were excluded in the chart above were the transaction fees.  Everything in 
the project was paid for in cash and needed to be withdrawn from cash machines. All 
withdrawals had a fee and add up into quite a big sum. The money that were left 
when the project were finished in Colombia will be used to the exhibition at Halmstad 
University and translation of the report into Spanish.  
 

9. Local connection  
 

The hope of this project was to 
sow a seed and inspire to similar 
projects. Therefore, it was 
important to hire local artisans 
and retailers. To enable this, it 
was essential to create a good net 
of contacts and with their help, 
find reliable people to work with.  
 
To spread the word further a 
presentation for the school board 
was implemented. They got to 
know about the project and were 
inspired to do similar things in 
their homes and at the university.  
 
 

10. Resources 
 

Resources in the project were people, equipment, materials, time and financing. The 
people who have been great resources are our supervisor in Colombia and our 
supervisor in Sweden. In addition, the establisher of the contacts in Colombia, Roger 
Lindegren, have been a great resource.  Without the teachers, builders and retailers 
the project would not been a success. The equipment that we used in our project was 
mostly provided at the universities, in Sweden in our project room at Halmstad 
University and in Colombia our office at Unicomfacauca. Equipment for the actual 
installation were bought together with the material or owned by the builders. 
Materials were the largest expense in the project and were bought on different small 
shops in Popayán and Timbio. Time have also been a resource and at the same time a 
limitation for the project. The total worked time has been at least 600 hours. The time 
has been disposed differently during the months October 2010 until May 2012. The 
project is funded mostly by scholarships and founds from different companies.  The 
Minor Field Studies scholarship was SEK 25 000 per person and gave a total income to 
the project of SEK 50 000. This money was to cover travel costs, livelihood, 
insurances and vaccinations. The solar heater, the plumbing and the building cost 

Image 15. Presentation of the project for the board at 
Unicomfacauca University. 
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approximately SEK 50 000 and were funded by SEK 20 000 from Ångpanneföreningen, 
SEK 20 000 from ALMI Företagspartner, SEK 5 000 from the UN-Association in 
Falkenberg and SEK 5 000 from the 60-year found of Göran Sidén. 
 

11. Information plan  
 

Before the project started, an information plan was made about the stakeholders that 
were considered to need information during the process. Some of the stakeholders 
became more important and some of them were not as important as evaluated. As 
considered the members of the project organization and the tutors were of great 
importance. During the field work in Colombia the supervisor at location, Gladys 
Bastidas, was of great importance and needed to be updated every day. She also 
updated and informed back to the project leaders every day. The supervisor in 
Sweden, Göran Sidén, got updated continuously and he also informed the project 
leaders throughout the process. The school Institución educativa San Antonio de Padua 
in Timbio, where the plant was planned to be carried out was considered to need a 
lot of information. Since the project was moved to be carried out at the kindergarten 
in Timbio the school did not need information continuously, only when the 
workshops were about to take place and when the plant was finished. The 
kindergarten, that was an unknown stakeholder in the beginning rose to be a big 
stakeholder with a need for information. The mentor, Roger Lindegren, got 
information all through the project as planned and was of major value. According to 
the original information plan the contact person between the project leaders and 
Minor Field Studies, Virginia Wiman, was supposed to need information 

continuously. This was not the 
case and this stakeholder is now 
considered to only need the 
information of the finished 
report. The Environmental 
Research Group was supposed to 
be of importance in the role of 
guiding the project. They did not 
take part in the project at all and 
because of this was their 
significance as stakeholders 
nonexistent. One of the sponsors 
of the project, UN-Association, 
was considered to obtain 

information during the process but 
like Minor Field Studies they only 
need the finished report. 

 

 

 

Image 16. Two girls at the kindergarten are washing 
their hands in the warm water. 
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12. Stakeholder analysis 
 

Halmstad University was a stakeholder of significance. Even though the University 
itself did not have so much to do with the project, except from the supervisor and the 
mentor, it benefits from a successful project. It was good publicity and since the 
contact with Popayán is established it will ease continuous cooperation. 
 
The two project leaders have written a blog on the Website of Halmstad University, it 
is also of great interest for the university that the project was executed in a good way 
and that it were a success. The blog is a window for new students interested in 
studying at Halmstad University and because of this it is important to the university to 
create a positive picture about the Energy engineering program and the students 
who study there. 
 
Institución Universitaria Tecnológica de Comfacauca was interested for the same reason 
as Halmstad University. They contributed with supervisor, help in different ways and 
facilities for the development. The interest that was shown at Unicomfacauca was 
important and the work on site was eased and depended on the facilities, the support 
and equipment such as computers and printers. 
 
Students and teachers at Institución educativa San Antonio de Padua became 
stakeholders, but not in the way that was thought in the beginning since the location 
for the project was changed. The teachers and students became important 
stakeholders for their participation in the workshops that the project leaders held at 
the school.  
 
Minor Field Studies was one of the most important stakeholders as they arranged 
financing for part of the livelihood costs. That the money was used properly is 
important because the profit in their case is publicity and attention. A successful 
project can also open up for similar projects in the future. 
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13. Risk analysis 
 

The risks that were identified for the project:  
 Sponsorship for the material fails 

 Conflicts in Colombia or neighboring countries 

 Project co-workers draw back 

 Lack of access to materials 

 Weather 

 Uninterested students 

 Illness 

 Lack of communication 

 
Action plan for the three risks with the highest risk factor 
To calculate the risk value the probability and consequences are valued on a scale 
from one to five where five is the highest. The probability times the consequence 
gives the risk value.  
 
Chart 3. Calculation of risk values. 

 Probability Consequence Risk value 

Lack of sponsors 2 5 10 
Unrest in Colombia or neighboring countries 3 5 15 
Project members leave the project 1 4 4 
Lack of material 3 4 12 
Bad weather   2 4 8 
Disinterested pupils   2 4 8 
Illness  1 5 5 
Inadequate communication  2 3 6 

 
Sponsorship for the material fails  
This was a high risk factor for the success. To reduce the likelihood of this risk the 
project leaders started to apply for sponsorship in very good time in advance. 
Despite these efforts it was not until the very day of departure for Colombia that the 
last part of the needed sponsorship was approved.  
 
Conflicts in Colombia and neighboring countries  
Regular updates were made about the security situation in Colombia regarding the 
locations that were to be visited. Popayán and the department of Cauca where the 
project took place are considered a red zone with presence of guerilla and 
paramilitaries. Because of this risk, extra precautions were taken and search for 
reliable information was made before going to places that might be in a risk zone.  

 
Unavailability of materials  
Also for this risk the main action was to have a good advance planning. Search of 
available material was made early in the process at location. Even though these 
precautions were made, difficulties were encountered since several technical 
components were not possible to obtain. 
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14. What changed? 
 

The original plan was to build the solar heating system at the high-school in Timbio, 
but that building got damaged by heavy rains and was in overall poor condition 
when the project were about to be realized. The principal of the school is also 
thinking of moving the school to other buildings and the installation would be made 
in vain. The high-school building is also very big and the plumbing would have been 
complicated. After some consideration the installation took place at the kindergarten 
in the same community. The kindergarten is smaller and the kitchen, sinks and 
shower are close to each other, making the plumbing easier. The amount of hot water 
that is needed at the kindergarten is much less than at the high-school and because of 
that is was possible to buy a prebuilt solar heating system. The budget did not turn 
out totally as planned. Luckily the project leaders were granted an extra scholarship 
the last days before leaving to Colombia. The extra costs came from all the extra 
parameters that were not included in the original plan. The independent structure for 
the solar heater and the safety precautions such as locks to the bathroom and a 
protecting net for the solar heater created extra costs. There was also need for a water 
filter.  
 

 

 

 

 

Image 17. San Antonio de Padua high school where 
the project was supposed to be implemented.  

 

Image 18. The kindergarten where the project was 
 implemented instead.  
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The need of protecting everything from thieves was never considered before arriving 
to Popayán. Even if the heater could have been placed on the ground it would have 
been a big risk of theft if it was easy to reach. Because of that the heater needed a 
high position. Since the buildings do not live up to the new building regulations for 
earthquakes and were in bad shape the best option was to place the solar heater on 
an independent structure. Another precaution that needed to be made was to put 
locks on all expensive components, such as the water filter and the shower mixer. To 
protect the solar heater from people wanting to destroy it a protecting net around the 
vacuum tubes were built. The net was constructed to stand against stones and other 
heavy things possibly being thrown against it. When the net was built it did not turn 
out as wanted, it looked awful and could not stand the weight from stones. The net 
was removed and a new one with a more solid construction was built. The net is so 
narrow that it does not affect the solar radiation on the vacuum tubes.  

15. The opening  
 

When the installation was 
finished and everything was 
working properly an opening 
party was arranged. The pupils at 
the kindergarten got to play a 
game and a really easy 
explanation of the solar heater 
was given. After that the parents 
arrived and a small presentation 
was made for them as well. The 
principal also talked about the 
project and how it ended up 
being implemented at this 
kindergarten in Timbio. The 
parents got to walk around and 
see the finished installation with 

all its parts. Information sheets with pictures from the process were put up next to 
the finished work; above the sinks, in the shower, outside the kitchen, beside the 
structure and solar heater and on top of the water filter. The pictures were 
appreciated both by the parents and the invited guests. Everyone who had been part 
of the project or showed interest for it got invited to the party. They arrived after the 
pupils and parents had left. After looking around and watching the information on 
the sheets everybody sat down in one of the classrooms. The classroom had been set 
up with a nice table, drinks and snacks. Here the principal, the project leaders and 
some other people held speeches. This was a really nice event in the process, handing 
over the system in the hands of the kindergarten with an official opening.  

  

Image 19. Demonstration of the solar heater for the 
 pupils at the kindergarten.  
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16. Challenges 
 

In the project it has been hard to explain technology and devices, which are standard 
in Sweden, to the people that worked in the project. Components that were hard to 
explain were mono control mixers and the mixing valve. It has also been hard having 
to explain why the separated systems are important. Since most of the people are 
unused to hot water it was hard for them to realize that 40 degree water is not 
dangerous.  
 
Another challenge was to depend on other people for crucial contacts and events. 
Every decision needed to be approved with everybody and meetings were often 
postponed.  

17. Discussion and conclusions 
 

First of all we succeeded. How did we manage to finish what we set out to do? Most 
of all, due to our wonderful supervisors and valuable connections we made in 
Popayán.  
 
We went the whole way from an idea to defining goals and purposes to a finished 
functioning solar heater and successful workshops. It is in one way unthinkable that 
just from a small idea in the back of our heads this became a completed project. We 
put much time into the project and it became “our friend” for over 18 months. When 
we finally arrived in Colombia it felt almost unreal and it was a great feeling to 
actually be able to put our idea into practice. This gave us confidence that most 
projects are possible; if you put enough work into them.  
 
For us, as foreign women, it was especially important to have good partners that 
supported us and in whom we could trust. We also realized how rewarding it is to 
build a net of contacts. It is also important to pay attention to cultural differences, e.g. 
it is more efficient to make a phone call than to write an e-mail in Colombia. 
Therefore, it was discussions and meetings that lead to essential contacts for the 
project. These conversations and the curiosity of our project have already led to new 
ideas for similar projects in the future.  
 
This type of project can be implemented everywhere there is a need for hot water 
and where solar radiation is good. We think this project shows the potential of local 
energy production. The vision of local energy production is possible; all you need is 
knowledge and inspiration.  
 
Despite the difficulties of communication in some aspects, it was an overwhelming 
positive experience. Everyone gave so much in return and showed an interest for the 
project, our native country Sweden and ourselves. We generally feel that we 
managed to arise ideas about renewable energy. We also received much knowledge 
from our co-workers, both knowledge concerning technical areas and culture 
differences. It is essential to learn about other cultures and to view things from their 
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perspective. It is easy to get stuck in your own cultural ways of thinking. 
 
The project turned out almost as planned. However, if we were to do it all over again 
there are certain elements we would change. We had a great problem finding an 
important device for the system: the mixing valve. This is something to learn from, to 
research the availability of technical devices that are needed. This is an example of us 
viewing things only from our perspective; by thinking such a device was easily 
obtainable in Colombia. Furthermore, if we were to do the project again, we would 
make sure to be even more prepared to only speak the native language.  
 
To summarize it has been a wonderful and rewarding experience, something that we 
really have appreciated.  In the future, we hope to somewhere somehow do similar 
projects. We hope this project was the first one in a series of coming projects. 
Hopefully, the next one, will be solar heating at an orphanage in Popayán.  
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18.1. Image list 
 

If nothing else is mentioned in the image list the picture is taken by Elina Järkil or 
Johanna Skytt. 
 
Image 1.  Map of Colombia, the yellow square shows Popayán. 

Downloaded from 
http://www.igac.gov.co/igac 

Image 2.  Simple self-circulating system that you can buy in Popayán, Colombia. 
Image 3.  The installed solar heater. 

http://www.upme.gov.co/Docs/Atlas_Radiacion_Solar/1-Atlas_Radiacion_Solar.pdf
http://www.upme.gov.co/Docs/Atlas_Radiacion_Solar/1-Atlas_Radiacion_Solar.pdf
http://ing-davirbonilla.com/nueva-norma-sismoresistente-colombiana-nsr-10/
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Image 4.  Installation diagrams of the solar heater. 
 Information from the solar heater retailer Bonsolar. 
Image 5.  The solar heater during the assembling process. 
Image 6. The 3D-model of the structure. 
 Made in Google SketchUp by Elina Järkil and Johanna Skytt 
Image 7.  Installation of the solar heater. 

Image 8.  Inserting the vacuum tubes. 
Image 9.  The mixing valve, that had to be imported from the United States and is 

made in Sweden. 
Image 10.  The new sink with mono control mixers and new tiles on the wall. 
Image 11. The new mono control mixer in the new kitchen sink. 
Image 12. The water filter that cleans the water before it enters the school. 
Image 13. Workshop about energy at San Antonio de Padua. 
Image 14. Workshop about energy at San Antonio de Padua. 
Image 15. Presentation of the project for the board at Unicomfacauca University. 

Image 16. Two girls at the kindergarten are washing their hands in the warm 
water. 

 Photo by Gladys Bastidas 

Image 17. San Antonio de Padua high school where the project was supposed to 
be implemented. 

Image 18.  The kindergarten where the project was implemented instead. 
Image 19. Demonstration of the solar heater for the pupils at the kindergarten. 
 

18.2. Charts 
 

Chart 1.  Information about the chosen pre-fabricated system 
Source of the information is the solar heating company Bonsolar 
through Elias Peña. 

Chart 2.  The cost of the project divided into the different sectors 

Chart 3.  Calculation of risk values. 
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Appendix 1. Datasheet of the solar heater 
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Information from the solar heater retailer Bonsolar. 
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Appendix 2. Drawings 
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Drawings made by Khristell Carolina Martinez and Carlos Ariel Hurtado 
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Appendix 3, Energy comparison 

Energy in Sweden 
Sweden has major sources for renewable energy. The biggest sources are hydro 
power and biomass. This helps Sweden to be a country that has considerably larger 
proportions of renewable energy than many other countries. The data about Sweden 
is from year 2010[1]. 
 
In the diagram it is important to think about that oil is mostly used for transports, not 
heating. The amount of wind power grows a lot every year, in 2011 the installed 
amount was 6.1 TWh.  That is twice as much as 2010! [2] 
 

Supplied energy, total 616 [TWh] 

 

 
The amount of losses of this energy supply is 33.3 %.   
 

Total final use by sector, total 411 [TWh] 
 

[1]  
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Energy in Colombia  
 
These data are from 2008 and oil represents the major part of the energy use. The 
second largest is the hydropower for electricity. Colombia can export most of the coal 
produced due to the large production of hydropower. Over the last ten years the 
consumption of natural gas has risen. 
 
It was hard to find updated data about energy in Colombia. The data available were 
impossible to compare since the numbers are from different years. Data about the 
energy consumption from 2008 was found and needed to be converted into watt 
hours from oil equivalents (Btu). 
 
1.4 x 1015 Btu = 410 TWh 
  

Total final use by energy carrier, total 410 [TWh] 
 

 
[3] 
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Energy in the world 
The fossil fuels are the biggest energy suppliers for the world; they increase even if 
renewable energy grows more in percentage. The data about the energy in the world 
is from year 2008. 
 

Supplied energy, total 144 [PWh] 
Renewable energy includes hydro power, biofuels, peat, waste and wind power. 
Nuclear power in the world is a smaller part than in Sweden. 

 
Total final use by sector, total 97.5 [PWh] 

 
The energy losses in the world is 32,3 %. [1] 
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Appendix 4. Pictures of the process 
 

The independent structure 
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The solar heater 
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The wash hand basins 
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The kitchen sink 
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The shower 
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The mixing valve 
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The water filter 
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Photos taken by Elina Järkil and Johanna Skytt 


